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ABSTRACT

Superconducting

inductors provide a compact ~nd efficient means of storing

electrical energy without an intermediate conversion process.
inductors are under development

Energy storage

for load leveling and transmission

line stabili-

zation in electric utility systems and for driving magnetic confinement
heating coils in fusion energy systems.

Fluctuating electric power demands force

the electric utility industry to have more installed generating
average load requires.

capacity than the

Energy storage can increase the utilization

fossil and nuclear power plants for electric utilitfes.
Laboratory and the University

and plasma

of base-load

The Los Alamos Scientific

of Wisconsin are developing superconducting

magnetic

energy storage (SMES) systems, which will store and deliver electrical energy for
load leveling, peak shaving, and the stab+’ization

of electric utility networks.

In the fusion area, inductive energy transfer and storage is being dcvelopecl.
Both l-insfast-discharqe

theta-pinch

systems and l-to-2-s slow energy transfer

tokamak systems have been demonstrated.

The major components and the method of

operation of a SMES unit are described, and potential applications
size SMES systems in electric power grids are presented.

of different

f?es[lltsare givel of a

reference design for a 10-GWh unit for load leveling, of a 30-MJ coil proposed

—

* Work done under the ausDices of the CeDartment of Enerqy,
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for system stabilization,
.

storage system.
presented.

and of tests with a small-scale,

100-kJ magnetic energy

The results of the fusion energy storage and transfer

tests are

The common technology base for the various storage systems

is dis-

cussed.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of superconductivity

The nondissipative

ors ds energy storaqe units.
the low

offers the possibility of using induct-

at-current generated

de-current carry capability

losses of a superconductor

current inductors within reach of useful application.

and

place the design of high

Inductive energy storage

has at least an order of magnitude higher energy density than capacitive

energy

storage and is attractive on an economic basis because of the volume-related
cost saving alone.

Only in the last 15 years has the superconducting

been sufficiently advanced to make the applications covered
practical.

technology

in this paper become

Only more recently, during the last three years, has relatively

fast energy transfer of a few seconds or less, into and out of a superconducting
energy storage coil been demonstrated.

The pulsed coil technology described

has been under development at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

(LASL) since

i968.
Electric utilities experience periodic load variations on a seasonal,
weekly, and daily basis.

The daily maximum and minimum loads of a power

company may differ by more th~n a factor of two .

The resulting

poor load factor

is an economic burden to the utilities because their inst?lled capacity must be
capable of meeting the peak demand and yet much of this capacity
periods of low demand.

is idle during

Today, inexpensive but inefficient units, such as peaking

gas turbines, are used to meet the peak loads; and some power companies
viding customer incentives

are pro-

such as time-of-day metering and load demand control,

to level the diurnal load variation.
Energy storage units can be used to meet the peak-power

-2-

requirements

and to

absorb the excess energy available during periods of low-power demand.

By the

year 20CYIas much as 52 of the tota? electric energy production could be sup.

plied by energy storage.

‘

To date, only pumped-hydro

15,CO0 N!ih, has been used very effectively.2

storage, with units up to

Other energy storage technologies

include chemical storage in the form of batteries and hydrogen, thermal storage,.
comp~essed-air

storage, and magnetic

storage.

3,4,3

Economic considerations

inertial storage in flywheels for utility applications.
storage technologies

are technically

Superconducting
features.

Presently, most of these

feasible but are not economically

tive with gas turbines or pumped-hydro

competi-

storage.

magnetic energy storage (SNES} has several attractive

SIIES units will have fewer site restrictions than pumped-hydro

compressed-air
aquifers, etc.

eliminate

and

storage, which require specific rock structures, dbundant water,
Large SMFS units can be constructed in

t;i~

rock formations

near

most large load centers, and extensive new transmission systems will not be required.

S!4ES units will have a response characteristic

of less than a cycle to

power system demand, which can improve power system stability.
has been demonstrated
efficiency.

in laboratory experiments.

SMES units should have a high

The energy is stored electromagnetically

mechanica’i or chemical energy state.
tion equipment and the converter
the stored energy.

The fast resr]onse

without an inte~mediate

The power requirements of the refrigera-

losses for a daily c,ycle amount to about 10X of

This 90% efficiency

compares favorably with the 702 to 75;;

efficiency for pumped-hyclrc, compressed-air,

and battery st:.rage.

The cost for a l~rge SNES unit (10 GHI1) is estimated to be about 30 $/kl;h.
This cost is competitive with costs for pumped-hydro, advanced batteries, and
compressed air storage plants,
The LASL and the University

of Nisconsin

for electric utility applications.

6,7

(UN) are developing

$tES s.YstQms

The superconducting magnets
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for these

systems ranqe in size from small units a few meters in diameter and heiaht,
which will store as little as 30 MJ (8.3 kWh), up to larqe installations
several hundred meters in diameter and heiqht, which will store as much as
10,000 MWh.
A technology development program for pulsed superconducting
systems for fusion applications
high-&

has been underway at LASL since 1968.

theta-pinch8 and for 1ow-6 tokamak ohmic-heating

nondissipative

energy storage.

9-11

Both

systems will need

energy storaqe to achieve overall power balance.

Liners, Z-pinches,

lasers, and pulsed electron beam machines are examples of fusion devices which
require large, fast energy delivery systems.
The toroidal Reference Theta-Pinch Reactor (RTPR) would require about 60 GJ
delivered

in 30 ms, the linear theta-pinch fusion-fission

about 25 GJ in 2 ms,
ohmic-heating

12

hybrid reactor needs

and a liner reactor may require about 10 GJ in 1 ms.

coi;s in present U.S. designs of tokamdk experimental

The

power reactors

have about 1-2 GJ of stored energy, and the storage currents must be reversed in
0.5 to 2 s to induce plasma current.

13-17

Feasibility experiments of Hagnetic Energy Transfer and Storage (METS) systems for l-insdischarge from 300-kJ to 540-kJ superconducting
successfully

demonstrated for delivery of eilt?rgyto an adiabatic theta-pinch

plasma compression coil for fusion. 18
tokamak plasma ohmic-heating
superconducting
II.

coils have been

Pulsed energy simulation

of both the

and burn cycles has also been c!emonstrated with a

energy storage coii and a dc-conrnutated mechanical

capacitor.

19

SUPERCO!lDUCTI~lGMAGNETIC EIJERGY STORAGE SYSTEM DESCRIPTIO!I

The SMES coil is immersed ~n a liquid helium bath, which keeps it superconducting at a temperature below 4.5 K.

Both the coil and the helium are

contained in a sealed stainless steel vessel, which is in a vacuum.
exists between

The vacuum

‘:heinner vessel and an outer vessel, which must be impermeable

to air, and is maintained by vacuum pumps.
-4-

This dewar limits the heat flux from

tha ambient temperature surrounding
refrigeration

to the liquid helium bath.

A closed-cycle

system cools and liquefies the boiloff helium gas and returns it

to the liquid bath.

For economic reasons, the inductor will be a short solenoid,

a coil with a ratio of height to diameter of about 1/3.

A transformer

and a con-.

verter will connect it to a 3-phase utility bus and will regulate the power flow.
During the charge phase of the energy storage cycle, the converter rill rectify
Stored energy can be returned to the

ac power to dc for charging the coil.

utility bus for peak-load demands by operating the converter
Commercially
ters.

as an inverter.

available thyristors are used as the switching elements

Fig. 1 shows the SMES system conyments

in conver-

in block diagram.

A full-wave Graetz bridge, as shown in Fig. 2, is the fundamental
block of a line-commutated

converter.

building

The charging rate and the power flow

between the 3-phase bus and the coil are det~nnined by the amplitude

and

polarity of the bridge voltaqe according to the relationships

dId
~=~,
and

Vd

(1)
(2)

‘d = ‘did

where Id is the coil current, Vd is the applied voltaqe, L is the coil inductance,
and P is the coil power.
d

The magnetic energy, Urn, in the coil is proportional

to the square of the coil current

(3)

Wrn=’
Nd2.
Phase-angle control of the thyristors in the converter determines

the

de-output voltage, Vd, which can be varied between its maximum value, Vd ~ax,
corresponding to the full rectifier mode, and its minimum value, Vd lflin~cor-
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Components of a superconducting magnetic energy storage system.
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Schematic of a full-wave, 6-pulse Graetz bridge. :

responding to the full inverter mode.

Because of the unidirectional

current

flow in the thyristors, the converter power is reversed when the sign of the

bridge voltage is reversed.
charges.

For positive Vds the current increases and the CO?I

Nhen the converter voltage is made negative, the coil will discharge and

the current will decrease.
A phase-controlled converter requires reactive power from the ac bus during
both modes of converter operation. A reactive power compensation network, such
as a capacitor bank, a synchronous condenser, or a static, reactive-power-controlling device is needed to provide power factor correction. Large SIIESsystems fo)
electric utility applications will most likely use 12-pulse converters.
The S?lESsystem has current and voltage operating limits.

The short sample

current of the superconductor and the mechanical structure of the coil determine the highest operating current, Id max.

Cyclic stress considerations in the coil

support structure determine the lowest current, Id min.

The maximum converter

voltage or the maximum stand-off voltage in the coil determine

the maximum

charge-discharge rate. An additional restriction may apply formaxiinum power
level because of system considerations. The operating range with these restrictions is the crosshatched area shown in Fig. 3, which is a per-unit, voltagecurrent diagram for a SNES unit with an energy extraction of 84% of the maximum
stored energy (1dmx/Idmin=

2“.5).

A unique characteristic of a S14ESsystem, compared to storage systems
which use electromechanical energy conversion, is its ability to switch almost
instantaneously from one operating mode to another.

Ideally, the average switch-

ing time for the converter from the rectifier mode to inverter mode and back is
one fourth of a period of the bus frequency. This time does not depend on the
pulse number of the line-commutated converter but does exclude the time delay
necessary to establish the proper thyristor gating sequence.

In practice, hw-

ever, the qating control of a 60-Hz converter requires one to three milliseconds

—. .-
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Operating characteristic of a SMES unit.

to generate the correct gating sequence following a change in demand input.
This rapid time response also makes a SMES system attractive for improving the
“ transient stability of a power system besides satisfying peak-shaving and l~adleveling requirements.

111. 5MES APPLICATIONS IN ELECTRIC UTILITY SYSTEMS
The load experienced by the electric utilities varies periodically on a
seasonal, weekly, and daily basis, and randomly during shorter time periods,
seccnds to tens-of-minutes. “Ihetypes of ener9Y

age systems for the utili-

ties may be separated according to the duration of the load variation.

On a

seasonal basis the utilities typically use some form of fuel storage to meet
the winter

Oi-

summer peak load. The daily and weekly load variations are met

by pumped-hydro storage, gas turbines, and old, inefficient fossil-fired power
plants. At present, the short-term load variations are met by adjusting the
power output of one or more power plants on the system.

Each of these short-

term load variations is discussed below and a SMES unit which might meet their
power and energy requirements is described.
A.

Load Leveiinq
——
The daily load may vary by as much as a factor of three, although factors

of 1.3 to 2 are typical. A representative weekly load curve, which is for the
Michigan Electric Coordinated Systems is shown in Fig. 4.

20

Generally, power

demands are met by a combination of three or more types of power generation,

in-

cluding the base load generation consisting of the more efficient fossil fueled

or nuclear power plants; the intermediate load generation (midrange peaking),
consisting of older, smaller, less-efficient fossil fueled plants and energy
storage units; and the peak-load generation, consisting mainly nf gas turbines
antienergy storage units,
The use of energy storage systems allows coal and nuclear fuels to be sub-
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stituted for oil and natural qas.

If 5~i0: the electric energy used is gen-

erated by gas turbines and if cnerqy storage units could replace half of this
capacity, then the potential reduction In annual oil consumption would be about
4

X

bbl’s.
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A desirable energy storaqe unit should be efficient, inexpensive, easily
sited, have no adverse environmental effects, and have a high energy denisty.
Pumped-hydro storage has been uzad extensively and has been quite effective
but is limited for want of dt’sirablcsites.
A SMES unit has several aclvant:qesfor diurnal energy storage.

Itinay

be located near the load, which clirninatesthe need for additional transmission
lines.

It should have an efficiency of about 90Zas

compared with the 70% to

75% which is typical of pumpccl-hydropli]nts. llecaum of the Fast response of the
converter, a WS
reserve

21

unit should improve ‘;ystcin
stability and provide spinning

.

A SMES unit with the sarrcc(~pncityas the pumped-storaqc unit in Ludington,
MI, which has a storrge capacity of 15,000 Mtlhand n power capncity of 2076 M!d,
would be a solenoid about 340-m ciiamand 114-m high.

Whereas Ludinqton cost $351

x 106 in 1973 (or $503 x 106 in 1978 based on 72 inflation), the estimated cost
ofan

equivalent SMES unit is about $480x

This dons not inclmk

106.

transmission

or other credits. Details of a utlitwith only slightly lower energy storage
capacity are presented in Section IV.
The superconductirj coil will b~?constructed several hundred mr!tersunderground in solid rock, which acts as a ~tructural material.
magnetic forces on the coil,
that o; the main n!cgnetwI,.

The rock contains the

A stiicldcoil w+th a radius ‘= kmll~ four times
t[cl.~tl
dust be[ui,:,,
.

magnetic fields in t~~+vicinity of a SIIIES
unit.

It is possible to store Idrge

amounts of energy in a relatively small volume, because supcrconfiuctorsallow
-8-/

-1
+

-

high rngnetic fields.

For exanDle, the Ludington plant occupies about

10 (km)7. The equivalent S!IIES
unit would require only 1.5 (km)*, incl:lding
all the land area within

a

shield coil.

Some of this land could be used for

agricultural purposes.
B.

~ten..—.Stability and Short-Term Load Variations

The output of power generation plants must be adjusted to balance random
and periodic load variations,

furnaccz, etc.

such as those caused by steel rolling mills, arc

The generators, which are cycled to meet these loads, experience

reduced reliability and life ex~.ectancy.
An energy stora~~ unit c?pfibleof leveling these short-term power variations would be of great value to a utility. The SMES units for diurnal load
leveling miqht hiive a cmvertcr

capacity of 1000 to 2000MW.

As the responru

time of the converter to a power demand is less than a cycle, it will be possible

to meet these short-term power demands by varying the power in the converter by
a few percent. This particular function could also be satisfied by a small SMES
u~it that stored only 100 to 500 MJ but had a converter capable of delivering

20

to 50 M!{. Units of this type ~louldhave a 3-to-8-m diameter and could be

fabricated by industry today.
Occasionally. load vari~tions and the subsequent generation respcnse cause
an electrical power system to become unstable.

System instabilities can be

avoided by limiting the load variation, by changing the electrical characteristics
of transmission lines, by rcducinq ~he time response of the generation plants,
ancl/or by providing systcm damping.
Onc specific Ioci:tion
where ancncrgy storage device might improve the staof a power system is on the intertic between the Pacific Northwest and
bili(.:’

southern Califwnia.

Two ac lines ar,d,
one dc line

transmit power along this

corridor. llnctcr
certain conditions an instability arises on the az line.
This instability has been overcme

22

by installing a feedback system that controls

the converter power at the nortilernterr]inal of the dc line, thereby danping

the powe- o~cillat;on on the ac line. This solution is nGt completely satisfactory as the power flow on the ac lin~ depend~ on the dc line working propIf the dc line fails, the po:ier flow on the ac line should increase to

erly.

take up the load, rather than decre~se because of reduced stability.
A small SMES unit, storinq 30 MJ ?nd having a 10-ITAco~vertcr,
the oscillations

could damp

which occur at a frequency of about 0.35 !Iz. The LASL and the

Bonneville Power Administration

(!IPA)are collaborating

to determine if this

type of storaqe device wIJld he an effective and economical component for the
BPA power system.
unib.

Table I shows the major design parameters for the stabilizing

Much of the t~chnoloqy base for the 30-MJ coil has been established

as a

part of the fusion proqram pulscci inductive enerqy storage work.

c.

Spinn~Reservc
——
The ele~tric power utilities are required to have a minimum spinning

reserve capacity which amollnts to shout 10% of the 100cJ or 1.1 times the largest
tjrmeratinn unit on line.
continuously

This is equivalent to having an entire power plant

on line but not delivering powe=.

burden to the utilities.

The cost for this reserve is a

It may be posciblo to substitute additional convertpr

capacity on a large SMES unit for the spinning reserve.
ished

by choosing the dcsign”voltaqc,

This can be accompl-

current, and power cdpacity of a SHES

unit always LO have reserve capacity during normal scheduled operation.
the periods of low-power

demand,

During

4 to 6 h at night, the storaqe urlit can be

charged at the maximum rate with the converter operating at full capacity.
Spinning reserve ml th~ system is achieved during this period through the
ability of the converter to chanqe from charqe to partial charqe or discharge
In les~ thm

one cycle.

inq nor discharqinq,

Uurinq the times of day when the unit is neither charg-

the S’OIES
unit will be a substitute for sninning reserve.

Durlnq the longer periods of high-power demand, 8 to 12 h during the day, the
energy storage capacity of the unit will normally be a fraction of the max-

-10/.

/*

“ -

imurnconverter capacity.

The excess discharge capacity of t!le syster, may then

take the place of the spinninq reserve for the utility system.

TABLE I
DESIGtl PARAMETERS FOR A 30-MJ SPIES STABILIZIFiG SYSTEM

Maximum power capacity

10

Mw

Operatinq frequency

0.35 Hz

Energy exchanqe

9.1

MJ

Maximum stored enerqy

30

MJ

Maqnet current at full charge

4.9

kA

Maximum field at full charge

2.8

T

Maximun magnet terminal voltage

2.2

kV

hlaqnet operating temperature

4.5

K

Magnet lifetime

>10’

cycles

Heat load at 4.5 K

<150

w

Inductance

2.5

H

Meiin coil radius

1.5

rli

Coil height

1.2 m

Windin~ thickness

0.42 m
IV.

A 10-GWh S;IES SYSTEN DESIG!I

The LASL is developing
diurnal load levelinq.

a referw.e

design for a 10-GWh SMES unit for

One of the major purposes of a reference cfesign is to

provide a starting point for detailed engitleering designs.

Some of the para-

meters and the cost of this unit are given in Tables II and III.

A.

Ene~Storage
—.

Coil and Support Stricture

The coil i:.a thin-walled,
Fig. 5.

300-m-diam, 100-m-higll sol[?noid as shown in

The size and shape are the result of a cost optimization

mensions at-edetermined by the maximum field.

Other geometries

-11/ ‘<

and the di-

such as toroids

have been considered, but they require such larg[ quantities of superconductor
that they are not economically attractive.
The magnetic forces must be contained by rock to reduce the cost of the
system.

If stainless steel bands, such as those used In large bubble chamber

magnets, were used in a SMES coil, their cost alone would far exceed the cost.
of other types of storage systms.
Fig. 6,

fS

A set of struts and rods, as shown in

required to transmit the forces from the magnet at 1.8 K to the rock

at about 300 K.
The arrangement in Fig. 6 allows both the axial-compressive forces and
the radial-expansive forces to be transmitted to the rock.

The stresses and

deflections associated with the thermally induced contraction of the magnet
during cooldown and the magnetic (Lorwtz) forces on the conductor are taken up
by rippling as shown at the top of the figure.

The axial loads are allowed to

accumulate until they reach the allowable stress in the conductor, about 138 MPa
(20000 psf), then they are transmitted through struts

to the rock.

This is

easily accomplished ff the parts of the magnet closer to the midplane are stepped inward to have a slightly smaller radius.
The coil will be placed at a level below the surface of the earth where
the compressive stresses in the rock are larger than the tensile stresses produced by the magnet.

Thuc the rock will always rmain

in compression, but the

magnitude of the compressive stress will decrease and increase as the magnet is
charged and discharged.
B.

@ductor

Superconductor for a WS

coil must be reliable (this includes but is not

limited to stability consid~rations), must cost as little as possible, must be
capable of being fabricated with exfsting techniques or extensions of those
techniques, and must be flexible enough to bewnund
tunnel.
-12.,—
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into a magnet in a 3-m-wide
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Magnet and support structure cross
section of a 10-G\!h SIIESunit.
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TABLE II
SHES 10-G!~h REFERENCE DESIGN ENERGY STORAGE COIL SPECIFICATIC/NS

Energy stored at full charge

4.6 x 1013 J (12.8 GWh)

Energy stored at end of discharge

l.-iX 10’3J

Current at full charge

50 kA

Current at end of discharge

24.4 kA

Maximum power cutput or input

2500 NW

Terminal voltage to provide Pmax at end

103 kV

(0.31 GWh)

of discharge
Inductance

37 kli

Maximum field at conductor at full charge

4.5 T

Cperating temperature

1.85 K

Mean coil radius

150 m

Coil height

100 m

Coil radial thickness

260 mm

Number of turns

9937

Number of radial turns

5

Winding pattern

Double Pancake

Conductor length

9.39 x 106 ill

Conductor mass

9.57

X

106 kg

TABLE III

.

COST OF A 10-GWh ENERGY EXCHANGE SMES UNIT
BASED ON 1.3 X 104 MWh MAXIMUM STORED ENERGY,
89% EFFIC1’ENCY FOR A 24 h CYCLE (GIYINGA

NET OUTPUT OF 9500 hIwh),

1.8 K OPERATION, AND 10-10 Q-m RESISTIVITY ALUMINUM AT 5T

(millions of dollars)

Mater-ial costs

91.9

Fabrication

66.1

costs

Assembly costs

74.2

Rock excavation 1.9 x 105 m3 Q $50/m3

9.5

Helium

9.0

Refrigerator

20.5

Construction cost

271.2

Engineering at 12%

32.!)

Total

303.7

Storage cost $303.7 x 106

$32/kWh

9.5

X

106 kWh

“-?
r--

L.

r-A-

L’

The criteria of minimum cost affects the overall magnet design and operation.

Operation at 1.8 K rather than at 4 to 6 K and the use of NbTi rather

than Nb3Sn reduce the total system cost considerably.

The use of hfgh purity

aluminum instead of copper as the current stabilizer reduces the cost and the
size of the conductor.
To fabricate the conductor with existing techniques,

a design

chosen in which the NbTi is extruded in copper and the aluminum
sub~cquent fabrication

steps.

electrically

and are cabled to reduce hysteretic losses.

possible conductor configurations
C.

is added in

To meet the flexibility criterion,

design was selected in which several insulated subconductors

that meet these criteria

has been

a conductor

are in parallel

One of the several
is shown in Fig. 7.

Converter
Line-commutated,

solid-state

converters are being used extensively

high-voltage, de-power transmission.

in

In comparison, converters for large

S1’iESsystems will have medium to high voltage and current ratin9s.

A SMES

system with 10-G\’Jhenergy extraction and a 4-h ch~rging time will require a
charging power of 2500 MN.
quirement that the maximum

Because of the purely inductive load and the repower be available at all operating currents,

maximum voltage and maximum current do t;otLccur at the same time.

the

Thus, the

converter has to be designed for a power greater than the maximum power flow
ever expected through the converter.

For the 1O-GW

unit the voltage rating

is 103 kV and the current rating is 50 kA.
Phase-controlled

converters generate harmonics and absorb reactive power.

Advanced converter circuits are used

to minimize these unwanted effects,

The

harmonic content of the at-line current is reduced by using 12-pulse or 24-pulse
instead of 6-pulse converter modules.
muining harmonics.

Tuned filter networks can remove the re-

The reactive power requirement for phase-delay

angles aruund

90° is especially critical when the power factor is close to zero.

The reactive

\

.,
,, . .
.

Fig. 7

Possible advanced conductor design using
nodular conductor as components.

power requirement can be reduced by subdividing the co~lvertcr int(,several

series connected modules.

During operation, the phase-delay angles of all

but one module are kept at 9°.

That one module has a phase-delay angle that

depends on the voltage requirement.

All those corverter ~odules at 0° require

only a small amo~nt of reactive power caused by commutation.
commutating

reactance,

By neglecting

the

a converter suhdived into n modules would require n

times less reactive power than a single converter.
Figure 8 shows one possible circuit configur~tion
for a 10-G’dh SMES system.

of a converter

To reduce the reactive pcwer requirement,

the con-

verter is designed as ~ seriss connection cf four 12-pulse modules each with its
own po~er transformer.

Each rodule is design~d for 25.8 kV at maximum current,

SC kA, and ccnsists of two 6-pulse bridges connected

in parallel by arl inter-

phase reactor which balances the current flow in the two bridges.
coil current, each 6-pulse bridge will provide 25 kA dc.
can be bypassed by a mechanical
the module can be disconnected
converter efficiency

switch when the moc!ul:
from the 3-phase bus.

At maximum

Each 12-pulse module
voltage is zero and t;lsn

This improves the cwrti!l

by renuvifig the forward VO” taqe drop of at le~su four seri~’s-

connected thyristors.
The installed converter power rating and the converter cost c~n be decreased by designing

those rndules which are switched out of the circuit first

(i.e. at a low current) for the current at ~)hich tl:ey are switched off, rath;r
than for the maximum current.
of converter modules,
P
(1 +ln
nw x

if thurm i;~rc an infil;itc nu:n!:er

the convet-tcr could be cicsigncd for a r~ting

(Ima< /Imin)) i~stczd of Pmax lmax/Ifi,in. Recdusc four converter

modules having ratings of ~h~lit
b: approached

Theoretically,

25 kV will be used, the theoretical limit may

in a 100-kV converter.

This module switchitlq schcm

in ~avings for SI.IES
systems v;ith a ldrqe discharge d!~pth.

-14-
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SUPERCONDUCTING
MAGNET

Fig. 8

Four series connected 12-pulse converter modules
forming a conwrter,

v.

SMALL-SCALE

SMES SYSTEM TEST

Although large SPIES units, storing up to 10-G!Jh,
~
are net expected to be
built before the year 2000, their performance a[i$electrical
predicted by computer st~clies or small-scale tests.
which

behavior can be

A small-scale

!ncluc!ed all the components described in Section II

except the refrig-

erator, was tested to evaluate the electric~l characteristics

of a SMES unit.

The system shown in Fig. 9 contained a 70-H superconducting
by s+-eking eight 3000-turn coi-s in series.
70-}; coil lost its superconducting

system,

23

coil built

The quench current above which the

property was 45 A.

A lZ-pulse,

solid-state

converter and a power transformer with a 6-phase secondary winding interfaced
the magnet to the 3-phase laboratory bus.

The maximum converte$ output voltage

used in the experiment was 150 V.
The control system for the model SMES unit was desiqned with all the
features necessary for the automatic operation of a large SNES unit ~n the
utility bus.

Tha total system consisted of the converter, bridge 1 and 2 in

Fig. 9; the feedback controller:

a(d one digital

Controlled-

The closed-loop system was a power control lcmp.

for each bridge.

The “power reference”

the demand signal that, depending upon the field of application,
a power system dispatcher, a preprogrammed
line frequency.

is

can come from

source, or from a change of the

The power of the superconducting coil is ad,justed to equal

this power demand.
Ihe feedback
power f,ontroller.

controller

consisted

mainly

of a division circuit and a

It determined how the digital controllers must change

the phase-delay angle to adjust the output voltage of each bridge to meet the
new power demand.

The power controller was !Jsed for fine regulation,

while

the computed voltage demand signal provided coarse regulation.
Controllers for the lower and upper current limits were included to prevent operation of the SMES unit outside the current limits.
-15--’
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power references with an average power of zero, ~n average-current controller
should be included. This controller kept the average magnet current constant
and counteracted any de-offset voltages in the control circ~itry, thereby preventing ttiedrift of the current to one of the limits.
Each digital controller was a pulse forming network that generates thyr’stor gate pulses. The gate pulses were delayed in phase relative to the
zero crossing of the line voltage by an angle varying from 0° t~ nearly 180°,
as determined by the control system. The control circuitry mnpensated

for

the Ionlinear relationship between the bridge output voltage and the phasedelay angle and provided, consecutive voltage control to reduce the reactive
power requirement of the converter.
The total system was tested with different power demands.

“:hetransition

time for rectifier-inverter and for inverter-rectifier switching was measured
to be 5 to 6ms.

Figure 10 shows the coil current, coil voltage, and coil

power for random power demand.

Cecause of the fast time response of the con-

verter, the coil power followed the power demand closely.

The response to

sinusoidal power demands was measured at frequencies up to 30-112. The fixed
time delay of five to six milliseconds in the converter resulted in more phase
shift between the power demand and the actual coil power for higher frequency
power demands.

No control system

instabilities were observed during the

experiments with a superconducting magnet, ev~n with 30-Hz sinusoidal power
demands.
VI.
A.

INDUCTIVE ENERGY STORAGE FOR FUSIOII

(ilETp)
Theta-Pinch Magnetic Energy Transfer
—. .——— and Stovaqc
---l’heMETS inductive enerqy storage systrvnwas dcvclopcd to deliver 088 MJ

in 0.7 ms to a 40-m radius toroidal theta-pinch system, called the Scyllac
Fusion Test Reactor (SFTR), 24 for adiabatic comprcs.ion of a ‘usIon plasma.
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Coil voltage, current, and power response
to a rare!;”:power demand signal (L=33H).
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A design optimization

study
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f6r the METS system

storage coils of approximately 400-kJ
series and discharged

dewar.

led to modular energy

These were to be charged

size.

in parallel for a nearly 100Z efficient

The theta-pinch, METS system is characterized

Fig. 11.

26

energy transfer.

by the resonant circuit of

Coil charging is accomplished with a shunt switch external

Discharge

in

to the

is initiated by opening the shunt followed by opening of the

HVDC interrupter, B.

The interrupter is counterpulsed

to extinguish

the arc

by a current from the transfer capacitor, Ct, which has been b..ck charged.
Current then transfers to the compression

coil with a peak voltage across tha

circuit developing at one-half the transfer period.

The energy is then trapped

in the compression coil by closing the ignitron crowbar,

IGCB, for the fusion

burn cycle to be completed during the 250-ms L/R decay time of the loop.
The combined n,odular circuits of Fig. 11 are shown in Fig. 12 which is
representative of four such modules out of 1280 required, 10 coils in each of
The superconducting

128 dewars, to provide the 482 MJ.

energy storage coils,

connected in series, are, after being charged, disconnected from the power
supply by the opening of the external circuit breaker shown at th? toc of,
the fiqure.

This forces the current into the parallel loop vacuum inter-

rupters, F12. The no-load cryoqenic disconnects between coils are then opened
to isolate each module.
pulsed to extinguish

The B2 switches are then opened mechanically

the arc to effect their electrical opening.

L-C-L circuits are thus established

and counter-

The resonant

and the energy transfers to the compression

coils where it is trapped for a 250-ms e-folding, L/R decay by closure of the
crowbar switches B4 and B5.
The parameters for the METS coils made by LASL and I!estinghouse are listed
in Table IV.

The coil made by LASL used a monolithic,

superconductor manufactured

copper matrix, NbTi

by Magnetics Corporation of America

ductor had 2640 filaments and measured 0.508 cm by 1.016 cm.
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TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF 3CM1-kJlillERGY
STORAGE COILS
LASL

#

Westinghouse

Inductance, mH

4.ti7

6.05

Resistance at 20”C, Q

0.0896

0.165

Stored energy at 10 kA, kJ

244

302

Length, cm

73.0

79.1

Mean radius, cm

28.7

25.5

Windirlyt;iickness,cm

0.5CJU

4./4

Number of turns

12?.s

159.5

Number of layers

1

4

1.82

2.13

Central field

dt

10 kA, T

Conductor support.method
Matrix ratio, Cu:NbTi

self-supporting

toothed coil foml

6:1

2.5:1

Wire diameter, mm

0.813

Filament diameter, ]Jm

32.3

18

Number of filaments per wire

2640

529

Wire twist pitch, cm-l

0.13

1.42

Number of active wires in cable

1

72

Type of transposition

none

Cable width, cm

1.(.)16

!.G8

Cable thickness, cm

0.50L!

0.84

Roebel transposil:ion

—.

C7
“)

,.,
L

‘-

was six, and the twist pitch was one per 7.7 cm.

The central reqion of con-

ductor was void of HbTi filaments. The alloy was 45S Ti by weight.
ductm,

depending upon its orientation, tested at 9 to 12 kA limiting short

sample current
ties.

The con-

27,

i.e., 9 to 12 Id before losing its superconducting proper-

The coil is a single layer, edge wound solenoid, 56.3-cm Id.

long and has 122.5 turns.

by 73.O-cm

The conductor is fiber glass tape wrapped, wound under

tension onto a G1O epoxy-fiber glass cylindrical fcrm, and epoxy potted onto the
form.
The coil tested successfully to 12.5 kA and 386 kJ of energy stored.

It

was pulse tested at 10 kA and 35 kV and with transfer times as short as 1 ms in
an L-C-L circuit as shown in Fig. 11.
The 300-kJ

29
coil, designed and fabricated by Westinghouse Electric Curp.,

was mt?.~e
with a 72-active-strand Cu matrix, NbTi superconducting cable.
conductor was manufactured by MM

and the

The

cable by Westinghouse. The Cu to NbTi

matrix ratio fc”-the 0.131-mmo.d. wire is 2.5 with 529 NbTi filaments.

The

10-kA cable has twelve sub-bundles of six active strands wrapped a;ound a seventh
strand.

The sub-bundles are wrapped around a Kapton* insulated stainless steel

strap. The wire specification required 280 Ar2(10)5 A/cm2] short sample critical
current at 2.5 T and ?0’13 ohm-cm and tested at +21% to -6% of this value.

The

wire has a twist pitch of 1.42 cm and is !’~estinghouse
Omega insulated.
The limiting transport current was measured by the method reported by
hlirandaand Rogers.27 The results are given in the graph of Fig. 13.

The scatter

in data is inherent in the test method used and is not a characteristic of.the cable.
The coil is a four-layer solenoid with the cable wrapped under ten~ion in
close fitting helical grooves onto cylindrical concentric epoxy-fiber glass forms.
Each winding layer is overwrapped with fiber ~lass, B-stage epoxy-fiber glass,
and Kapton. Forty kilovolts standoff is provided by the ends of the coil forms
*duPont trademark.
-18-
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Limiting transport current of the entire
84 strand 300-kJ Westinghouse conductor.
Only 72 strands were active in the coil.

5

and overwrap extended beyond the conductor windings.
ventilated with vertical slots in each coil form.
bath is achieved.

The winding is highly

Good contact with

~he 2He

The coil, as the fourth winding layer +s being completed,

is

shown in Fig. 14.
The coil was operated with pulsed energy transfer at the 300-kJ

50 cycles.

for -

level

This was the nominal design level of 10 kA and 2.23-T central field

on the winding.

The energy transfer period was 2.4 ms.

The coil was then

charged to 13.4 kA and 2.99 T for a stored energy of 0.54 MJ.
pulsed from the coil with transfer voltages n~ar 40 kV.

This energy was

!!f~st transfer at

reduced energy with a l-instime safely reached 58 kV.
B.

Tokamak Ohmic-Heating
The Meetinghouse-KETS

and Burn Cycle Simulation
coil was also used to demonstrate

the use of super-

conducting magnetic energy storage in a simulated tokamak ohmic-heating and
19
This performance, although much more demanding than that required
burn cycle.
for the 30-MJ SMES unit intended for the BPA system,

establishes the feasibility

for use of such units for transmission line stabilization.
Figure 15 gives the circuit used for bipolar operation of the coil in conjunction with a commutated dc generator acting as a mechanical
ure 16 shows the oscilloscope

trace of the experimental

capacitor.

current.

The storage

coil was first charged to -12 kA with a continuous duty dc-homopolar
oscillated through zero current to near +5 kA by connecting
the ticgenerator.

and then

it in parallel with

The damped half sinusoidal energy transfer corresponds

energy change expected to be

consumed in plasma heating in a tokamak.

this bipolar operation, the rectifier bank (power supplY) was co~nected
the coil to charge it to +12 kA.
tokamak cycle.

Fig-

to the

After
across

This corresponds to the burn phase of the

The entire cycle can then be repeated; however, the trace of

Fig. 16 was (Oncluded by ringing the energy out in the a-lssipative resistance
the coil, de-generator parallel loop.

of

.

.

I

. ..

Fig. 14

300-kJ Westinghouse cofl
during fabrication,
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Fig. 15 Circuit for operation of the Westinghwse-METS”
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Oscilloscope trace of current versus time of
the experiments”!tokamak ohmic-heating cycle.

Vlr.

CONCLUS1ONS

Superconducting magnetic energy storage units should prove to be effec“ tive components of electric power systems.

These devices can be used for load

leveling and peak shaving, can satisfy spinning reserve requirements,
improve system stability.

and can

‘Iile
fast time response of the control system will

allow a fairly small 91ES unit to damp oscillations on power systems.

Sfgniff-

cant technology advances with magnetic energy transfer and storage for f~sfon
applications have demonstrated the feasibility of superconducting, inductive
energy storage COIIS as useful electrical circuit elements. Much of the IIETS
coil design detafl of the superconducting cable and the structure is directly
adaptable to the SMES stabilizing unit.
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